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Abstract

The effective leaders are enablers that directly points to competent and committed employees. Studies in the organizational psychology and organizational behavior literatures have shown that leadership styles and employee commitment are of major factors to the organizational success or failure. The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between leadership styles (transactional, transformational, and laissez-faire) and employee commitments (affective, continuance, and normative commitment) in PHEIs at AAC. Total participants in the research were 115, included 95 academic staff and 20 leaders, with a non-response rate of 27.7% from 12 PHEIs. Two separate instruments, namely multifactor leadership questionnaire (MLQ) and organizational commitment questionnaire (OCQ), were used to measure leadership styles and employees’ organizational commitment respectively. The findings of the study revealed that transformational leadership style has significant and positive correlations with affective and continuance employee commitments while transactional leadership style has significant and positive correlation with only normative commitment. A laissez-faire leadership style is found to be significantly and negatively associated with employees’ affective commitment.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study

The workplace is changing dramatically and demands for the highest quality of product and service is increasing. To remain competitive in the face of these pressures, employee commitment is crucial. This reality is applicable to all organizations but it is of particular importance to small and medium sized businesses. Much has been written recently about the need for improving the education, training and development of organizational workforce. As important as this is, Hersey & Blanchard (1984) argue that, at least equal emphasis must be given to improving the quality of leadership if business is to succeed in achieving greater employee commitment and thereby its profitability.

Researchers recognize that employee commitment (Brockner et al., 1992; Meyer et al., 2004; Allen & Myer, 1990) and leadership styles (Bass, 1997; Bass et al., 2003; Trottier et al., 2008) are of major factors to the organizational success or failure. Allen & Myer (1990) also suggest that the continued interest is a result of the belief that if properly managed, employee commitment can result in benefits such as leadership effectiveness, improved employee performance, reduced turnover and absenteeism. This pursue to exploit the potential organizational benefits has resulted in the large number of studies that focus on the nature of employee commitment.

Leadership is one of the most pressing issues and one of the least understood concepts in the corporate world. The history of leadership encompasses through several paradigm shifts and voluminous body of knowledge. As a universal activity, leadership is fundamental for effective organizational and social functioning. The very nature of leadership is its influencing process and its resultant outcomes. Such process is determined by the leaders and followers characteristics, dispositions, behavior perceptions, attributions and the context wherein the process of influencing occurs. The moral purpose of leadership is to create an empowered follower that leads to moral outcomes that are achieved through moral means (Hersey & Blanchard, 1984).
According to Bass & Avolio (1993), leadership styles are behaviors or processes that leaders conduct or participate in that enable extraordinary things to be done in or by the organization. Therefore, leadership in the organizational context in this study is related to the person who is appointed by the organization or owner to follow up the whole or sub activities of the organization as well as the subordinates report to whom in the context of a work place relationship.

The term employee commitment is mainly defined as a psychological state that binds the individual to the organization. In many organizations there is a growing commitment gap - a widening split between the expectations of employers and what workers are prepared to do. There are a number of reasons for this erosion of employee commitment; the most common one being a failure of management in some way or another. To be effective, the skills of committed employee management must be installed in an organization so they become part of its culture. In this way there will be consistency and equity with respect to how people are managed from the top down to the most junior employee (Allen & Meyer, 1990).

Businesses need skilled, competent and committed employees as an effective team member to succeed. Failure to ensure this by managers or supervisors can lead to the loss of valued employees who place a premium on the success of organization. Employee behavior on the job is influenced by his or her immediate supervisor. Positive influences are essential to strengthening employee commitment. Therefore, the first step in building commitment is to improve the quality of management (Hunt & Morgan, 1994; Meyer et al., 2004).

What is now apparent is that employee commitment will be largely influenced by the interactions that occur between colleagues and with their immediate and senior managers. Commitment is complex and continuous, and requires employers or managers to discover ways of enhancing the work life of their employees (Meyer et al., 2004; Avolio et al. 2004). Thus, the commitment of competent employees is critical to the success of the organization.
1.2 Background of the Study Organizations

Over the last decades we have witnessed a dramatic mushrooming of private higher education institutions in Ethiopia; both in the capital and in the regions. Previously higher education institutions were finger counted and owned by the public. However, in recent years this trend has been changed for several reasons:

First and above all, after the current government adopted liberalism which was typically characterized by privatization of earlier government owned institutions, different service sectors were freed. Thus, the education sector became one, among them. Consequently, many investors and academicians started to enroll themselves in it.

Second, since Education, arguably become one of the back bone of modernization and a power by itself at the 21st century, the societies’ demand for higher education centers had increased instantly. In the contrary, the few public higher education institutions could not manage to satisfy all those needs. Thus, the above fact opened the channel to growing of a number of private higher education institutions to fulfill those unsatisfied desires as well as investment in private higher education institutions by Ethiopian entrepreneurs is continued to grow.

What so ever the case may be, the opening of these private higher education institutions has directly and indirectly played a great role for the multilateral development process the country is undergoing. It then would be very convinced to mention the role of education and educated society in the development process of a country; be it economic, political, or social.

Among others, private higher education institutions are playing the following major roles and contributions (World Bank, 2003):

They have broadened the country’s investment opportunities on the service sector especially on education where Ethiopia used to have a poor record;

They contribute in overcoming the deficiency of highly educated people in Ethiopia; which in fact are the machinery of development efforts;

They facilitate and organize different forums to train and educate the people by engaging in different panel discussions, conducting researches and the like; And finally,

They open job opportunity directly for a considerable number of employees with different educational background ranging and indirectly for nearby small business cooperatives like
photo copy and print houses, cafeterias and others.

The commitment of employees to the organization is an important factor for the sustainable and effective growth of the institutions. However, most of the employees in these organizations do not seem to be committed to their organization. Since this indicates as there is a need for better leadership and management to realize employee commitment as well as upgrading of skills (staff career) and gearing towards results orientation and efficiency, these institutions are considered to explore such cases in detail.

1.3 Statement of the Problem

In any given discipline, the success of a venture can nearly always be traced directly back to the vision and will of the leadership. Therefore, having effective leadership styles for the organization to retain competent employees is crucial to its survival. Brockner et al. (1992) recommended that the ability of an organization, to successfully implement business strategies, to gain a competitive advantage and optimize human capital, largely depends, among other factors, on the leadership styles that encourage employee commitment.

James & Collins (2008) suggest that employees develop global beliefs of perceived organizational and perceived supervisor support. Due to the norm of mutual relationship, this support makes the employee feel obligated to exhibit beneficial organizational attitudes (commitment). Also Awan & Mahmood (2009) depict that employee commitment reflects the quality of the leadership in the organization. Therefore, it is logical to assume that leadership behavior would have a significant relationship with the development of employee commitment.

Many of the previous researches have suggested a positive direct relationship between leadership styles and employee commitment. To mention some of these, Bučiūnienė & Škudienė (2008) identified positive relationship between leadership styles and employees commitment. Ponnu & Tennakoon (2009) also indicated that ethical leadership behavior has a positive association with employees’ organizational commitment. Also Avolio et al. (2004) discovered that transformational leadership is generally associated with employee commitment though it is limited to only one variable of leadership styles excluding others (transactional & laissez-faire leadership).
Although there have been studies that have identified leadership behaviors as vital component to and determinant of employee commitment (Brockner et al., 1992; Bučiūnienė & Škudienė, 2008) in one hand, and examining the relationship between leadership styles and employee commitment (Avolio et al. 2004; Awan & Mahmood, 2009; Ponnu & Tennakoon, 2009) on the other hand, the number of studies conducted in education organizations is lacking, more so in the case of Ethiopia.

Therefore, this study is considered important to determine the relationship between leadership styles of education institutions administers (i.e. transformational, transactional and laissez-faire leadership) and employee commitment of instructors (i.e. affective, normative and continuance) in private higher education institutions in Addis Ababa city.

1.4 Objectives of the Study

The overall aim of this study is to explore the relationship between leadership styles and employee commitment of Private Higher Education Institutions in Addis Ababa City. To achieve this aim, the specific objectives of this study are:

- To identify the employees’ perceptions about leadership styles and different dimensions of employee commitment
- To examine the relationship between different leadership styles and employee commitment dimensions

1.5 Research Questions

In view of the above objectives, the main and specific questions that are to be addressed in this study are:

- What is the nature of leadership styles and employee commitment in Private Higher Education Institutions (PHEIs)?... main research question.

Specific research questions are:

1. What are the perceptions of academic staff about leadership styles & employee commitment of PHEIs?
2. What is the relationship between transformational leadership style and affective, continuance, and normative employee commitment?

3. What is the relationship between transactional leadership style and affective, continuance, and normative employee commitment?

4. What is the relationship between laissez-faire leadership style and affective, continuance, and normative employee commitment?

Where, the measurement/operationalization for leadership styles and employee commitment are presented in Appendix A.

1.6 Potential Ethical Issues

The researcher addressed ethical considerations of confidentiality and privacy. I used a rigorous and conscious effort at all times to sustain this promise. A guarantee was given to the PHEIs’ respondents that their names should not be revealed in the questionnaire and research report. In order to ensure the success of the research, leaders were linked to subordinates in such a manner that each subordinate’s response remains anonymous apart from being linked to a particular leader. Moreover, participants received a verbal and written description of the study, and informed consent was obtained before the survey. Participation in the study was voluntary, and all participant responses were confidential. Finally, a copy of the final report could be given to the organization if necessary.

1.7 Significance of the Study

The significance of this study occurs in many ways. Firstly it studies the association between leadership styles and employee commitment of the PHEIs because this particular type of study had not been previously conducted on these organizations. Therefore, its result is important to create awareness to leaders of aforementioned organizations about the most determinant variables that can influence the commitment level of their employees.

Secondly, the findings of this study add to the wealth of knowledge in other leadership and employee commitment studies. It could also be helpful for individuals who want to conduct further studies in related topics and other organizations those faces similar problems.
Inevitably, this study has contributed to the growing body of research on antecedents to leadership styles and organizational commitment by examining the three important leadership styles and its impact on organizational commitment. It is believed that this study would have added value to the literatures on supervisors’ leadership styles, especially in the Ethiopian settings since there were limited literatures done on similar setting.

1.8 Scope of the Study

The main focus of this study is examination of the relationship between leadership styles and employee commitment in PHEIs. The data for this study is delimited to the academic employees and their leaders of the PHEIs in Addis Ababa city. This study also has its share of delimitation in the sampling frame which only considered a particular group of private higher education institutions and therefore the results cannot be generalized to the whole education industry or to other types of organizations of the country. Therefore, any term found in this study should be interpreted in relation to the leadership styles and employee commitment of PHEIs in Addis Ababa city.

1.9 Limitations of the Study

Some constraints such as time and lack of sufficient fund hindered the need to include a large sample size that could nearly represent the total population of the study. In order to get a stronger picture of the issues in the different organizations I would have liked to involve a larger number of respondents. But due to the time frame limitations provided by our study program this was not possible. The shortage of up to date reference materials and research works, specifically to the Ethiopian context, also narrowed the content of the study.

The leadership styles that were part of this study may not have been extremely important factors in determining employees’ levels of organizational commitment. Instead, environmental factors may have been more important for these employees. As well, results might be different for employees who were employed by public companies. A further consideration involves the demographics. Results might have been different if percentages for sex, age, time with institution, time with leader, and education were different.

Another barrier I came across in the process of data collection was refusal by management of some institutions to formally permit the distribution of the questionnaire for unconvincing reasons such as lack of time to fill the questionnaire, fear of sensitivity of the questionnaire
contents if its results present to public, etc. Although I have a great group of participants who were willing to fill the questionnaire, there were some employees who would not volunteer to be part of the study for unknown reasons. Unfortunately non returned questionnaires were also a limitation for this study.

1.10 Structure of the Study

This thesis is organized into six chapters. Figure 1.1 shows the structure of the thesis. Chapter-1 is already presented in the current section; the contents of the following chapters are briefed here.

Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 2: Literature Review

Chapter 3: Research Methodology

Chapter 4: Results and Discussion

Chapter 5: Conclusions and Suggestions

Figure 1.1: Outline of the thesis

Chapter-2 provides an overview of the state of the art analysis of the existing literature. Chapter-3 presents the methodology used in this thesis. The chapter includes the research approach as well as describes the data collecting and analysis methods used. Chapter-4 analyses and presents the research findings obtained through the thesis methodology by showing how each of the research questions has been answered and how these findings together contribute to the main purpose of the study. Finally, Chapter-5 ends the thesis with conclusions and a set of suggestions derived from the research findings and the conclusions of this work. At the end of the thesis document, references and a set of appendices are included that contain the questionnaires of the survey forms used to collect primary data for this work and other supplementary documents of the study.
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

The existing leadership and management research suggests that the leadership style of managers can lead to higher measures of organizational commitment in their direct reports. As previously suggested, there is a significant body of literature that implies the relationship of leadership style to employees’ organizational commitment. Some of these researches (Avolio et al., 2004; Lo et al., 2009) have demonstrated positive relationships between numerous leadership styles and employee attitudes, motivation and performance; all of which can affect to employee commitment levels.

Also the benefits of employee’s organizational commitment have been well documented in the existing management literature. Committed employees are more likely to develop patterns of punctuality or to be chronically present at work (Brockner et al., 1992; Hunt & Morgan, 1994). Employees that are committed are also less likely to leave the organization to explore other opportunities (Allen and Meyer, 1990). Organizational commitment has also been shown to positively affect motivation, organizational citizenship, and job performance (Lok & Crawford, 1999; Meyer & Becker, 2004).

2.2 The Concept of Leadership

Leaderships can be of many facets and they differ in effectiveness in terms of consequences of their actions towards internal and external stakeholders. Since organizations today are faced with many challenges, especially with the constant changes in technology, economic, social, political and legal conditions and internal processes, flexibility is required in resource utilization and in the promotion of continuous learning (James & Collins, 2008; Leavy & Mckiernan, 2009). Therefore, there is a need for leaders in organizations to contribute not only in terms of knowledge or ideas but also in making right decisions and responding to the changes.

Leadership has existed for as long as people have interacted, and it is present in all cultures no matter what their economic or social makeup. Although leadership is an age-old concept, it remains a complex term that researchers and scholars grapple with continuously. One of the
main reasons is the extensive number of definitions for this term. It is commonly punned that there are nearly as many definitions of leadership as there are researchers and commentators. As cited in Trottier et al., 2008, some researchers and commentators rely on narrow definitions for ease of communication (e.g., leadership is the act of getting other people to do what they would not otherwise willingly do (Bennis, 1959) or for specific research interests (e.g., the investigation of power relationships) (French and Raven, 1959).

Leadership can be defined as a complex social process, rooted in aspects of values, skills, knowledge as well as ways of thinking of both leaders and followers. Thus, it is all about the continuous process of establishing and maintaining a connection between who aspire to lead and those who are willing to follow (Hersey & Blanchard, 1984). Furthermore, it has been the focal point of many academic research projects and of more than dozen journals in the market. Many academicians and researchers have made vital contributions in the different theories as well as practices of leadership, and after of extensive research, the subject of leadership has emerged as a legitimate discipline. However, there is still agreement about what leadership actually is. Many of scholars and researchers agreed that leadership is a combination of skills and behavior which exhibits those skills (Bass et al., 2003; Bolden et al, 2003; James & Collins, 2008).

Hersey & Blanchard (1984) defines leadership as the process of influencing the activities of an individual or a group in efforts toward goal achievement in a given situation. Similarly, Bass (1997) defined leadership in different terms from earlier to the recent times. The earlier definitions identified leadership as a focus of group process and movement, personality in action. The next type considered it as the art of inducing compliance. The more recent definitions conceive leadership in terms of influence relationships, power differentials, persuasion, influence on goal achievement, role differentiation, reinforcement, initiation of structure, and perceived attributions of behavior that are consistent with what the perceivers believe leadership to be. Finally, he concluded that as leadership may involve all these things. Therefore, leadership in the organizational context in this study is related to the person who is appointed by the organization or owner to follow up the whole or sub activities of the organization as well as the subordinates report to whom in the context of a work place relationship.
2.3 The Emergence of Leadership Theories

The earliest theories of leadership focused on the performance of great men. For instance, “without Moses, the Jews would have remained in Egypt and without Winston Churchill the British would have given up in 1940” (James & Burgoyne, 2001). Analysis of such heroic tributes gave rise to the Great Man Theory of Leadership, which contends that leaders are born, not made. This theory posits that certain individuals are endowed with leadership traits that cannot be learned (Perren & Burgoyne, 2001).

A review of the leadership literature reveals an evolving series of 'schools of thought' from “Great Man” and “Trait” theories to “Transformational” leadership (see table below). Whilst early theories tend to focus upon the characteristics and behaviors of successful leaders, later theories begin to consider the role of followers and the contextual nature of leadership.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theories</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great Man Theories</td>
<td>Based on the belief that leaders are exceptional people, born with innate qualities, destined to lead. The use of the term 'man' was intentional since until the latter part of the twentieth century leadership was thought of as a concept which is primarily male, military and Western. This led to the next school of Trait Theories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trait Theories</td>
<td>The lists of traits or qualities associated with leadership exist in abundance and continue to be produced. They draw on virtually all the adjectives in the dictionary which describe some positive or virtuous human attribute, from ambition to zest for life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviorist Theories</td>
<td>These concentrate on what leaders actually do rather than on their qualities. Different patterns of behavior are observed and categorized as 'styles of leadership'. This area has probably attracted most attention from practicing managers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational Leadership</td>
<td>This approach sees leadership as specific to the situation in which it is being exercised. For example, whilst some situations may require an autocratic style, others may need a more participative approach. It also proposes that there may be differences in required leadership styles at different levels in the same organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contingency Theory</td>
<td>This is a refinement of the situational viewpoint and focuses on identifying the situational variables which best predict the most appropriate or effective leadership style to fit the particular circumstances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactional Theory</td>
<td>This approach emphasizes the importance of the relationship between leader and followers, focusing on the mutual benefits derived from a form of 'contract' through which the leader delivers such things as rewards or recognition in return for the commitment or loyalty of the followers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformational Theory</td>
<td>The central concept here is change and the role of leadership in envisioning and implementing the transformation of organizational performance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Bolden et al. (2003)

Each of these theories takes a rather individualistic perspective of the leader, although a school of thought gaining increasing recognition is that of “dispersed” leadership. This approach, with its foundations in sociology, psychology and politics rather than management science, views leadership as a process that is diffuse throughout an organization rather than lying solely with the formally designated ‘leader’. The emphasis thus shifts from developing ‘leaders’ to developing ‘leaderful’ organizations with a collective responsibility for leadership (Bolden et al., 2003).

### 2.4 Full Range Leadership Model (FRLM)

The FRLM describes a full range of influencing styles from ‘non-leadership’ to powerful transformational leadership behaviors. The model captures different kinds of behaviors which make a difference to outcomes for associates of the leader. In other words, the range of behaviors starts with transformational leader behaviors to transactional leader behaviors reaching to the lowest leader interaction of laissez-faire leader behaviors (MLQ, undated; Bass et al., 2003).

As we can describe an ideal or "pure" transactional leadership styles and a "pure" transformational one, it is clear that organizations are likely to have cultures that are
characterized by both styles of leadership. A leader may employ both styles at different times or in differing amounts at the same time. Considerable recent research provides evidence that shows transformational leadership as eliciting extra effort and performance from followers, over and above that expected in an exchange relationship with a purely transactional leader. The authors' argument is that organizations should move in the direction of more transformational qualities in their cultures while also maintaining a base of effective transactional qualities (Bass & Avolio, 1993; Bass et al., 2003).

Trottier et al. (2008) suggest that Full Range Leadership theory of Bass is a strategic organization development intervention, designed to enhance the impact of leadership on employee commitment. Also the same authors emphasized that as Bass’s full range leadership model is an important part of the leadership research as well as it presents researchers with a theory that can be empirically tested and provides insight into the duality that leaders face in current organizational settings.

Although multifactor theory is probably the most widely cited and comprehensive theory, leadership is often conceptualized within behavioral domains varying from non-leadership, or laissez-faire, to transactional leadership, which hinges on rewards and punishments, to transformational leadership, which is based upon attributed and behavioral charisma (Bass and Avolio, 1993 as cited in Bučiūnienė & Škudienė, 2008). Figure 2.1 depicts these concepts.
2.4.1 Transformational Leadership

Transformational leadership is a process of influencing in which leaders change their associates’ awareness of what is important, and move them to see themselves and the opportunities and challenges of their environment in a new way. Transformational leaders are proactive: they seek to optimize individual, group and organizational development and innovation, not just achieve performance "at expectations". They convince their associates to strive for higher levels of potential as well as higher levels of moral and ethical standards. Transformational leadership does not replace transactional leadership, but augments it in achieving the goals of the group (Bass, 1997; Hall et al., 2002).

In a transformational style, there is generally a sense of purpose and a feeling of family. Leaders and followers share mutual interests and a sense of shared fates and interdependence. They go beyond their self-interests or expected rewards for the good of the team and the good of the organization. The inclusion of transformational assumptions, norms, and values does
not preclude individuals pursuing their own goals and rewards. Superiors serve as mentors, coaches, role models, and leaders, socializing members into the culture, not necessarily because they are expected to do so but because they feel a personal obligation to help new members assimilate into the culture. There is a rich set of norms which cover a wide range of behaviors, norms that will adapt to and change with external changes in the organization's environment (Bass and Avolio, 1993; Bolden et al., 2003; MLQ, undated).

According to Bass et al. (2003), transformational leaders will focus on developing their followers by tapping them of their potentials, inspiring them, promoting collaboration, motivating them, and by reinforcing positive behaviors. The employees often develop a high level of trust and confidence in such a leader. The employees are proud to identify themselves with the leader and develop a strong sense of loyalty to them. Similarly, Bass (1997) argues that transformational leaders are pertinent especially during turbulent times when rapid changes and globalization takes place.

Transformational leadership fosters capacity development and brings higher levels of personal commitment amongst ‘followers’ to organizational objectives. According to Bass & Avolio (1993) transformational leadership occurs when leaders broaden and elevate the interests of their employees, when they generate awareness and acceptance of the purposes and mission of the group, and when they stir employees to look beyond their own self-interest for the good of the group. Together, heightened capacity and commitment are held to lead to additional effort and greater productivity (Lok & Crawford, 1999; Mannheim & Halamish, 2008).

According to Bass (1997), the goal of transformational leadership is to ‘transform’ people and organizations in a literal sense – to change them in mind and heart; enlarge vision, insight, and understanding; clarify purposes; make behavior congruent with beliefs, principles, or values; and bring about changes that are permanent, self-perpetuating, and momentum building. Bass et al. (2003) and Trottier et al. (2008) preferred to explain transformational leadership based on five factors. The five components as suggested by the above authors are: individualized considerations, intellectual stimulation, inspirational motivation, idealized influence (attributes) and idealized influence (behavior).
2.4.2 Transactional Leadership

A "pure" transactional style focuses on everything in terms of explicit and implicit contractual relationships. All job assignments are explicitly spelled out along with conditions of employment, disciplinary codes, and benefit structures. Self-interests are stressed. Employees work as independently as possible from their colleagues. Cooperation depends on negotiations not problem solving or a common mission. There is little identification of the employees with the organization, its mission or vision. Superiors primarily are negotiators and resource allocators (Bass and Avolio, 1993).

Transactional leadership is based more on "exchanges" between the leader and follower, in which followers are rewarded for meeting specific goals or performance criteria (Trottier et al., 2008; Bass et al., 2003). Rewards and positive reinforcement are provided or mediated by the leader. Thus transactional leadership is more practical in nature because of its emphasis on meeting specific targets or objectives (James & Collins, 2008; Sosik & Dinger, 2007). An effective transactional leader is able to recognize and reward followers' accomplishments in a timely way. However, subordinates of transactional leaders are not necessarily expected to think innovatively and may be monitored on the basis of predetermined criteria. Poor transactional leaders may be less likely to anticipate problems and to intervene before problems come to the fore, whereas more effective transactional leaders take appropriate action in a timely manner (Bass et al., 2003).

Transactional leaders display behaviors associated with constructive and corrective transactions. The constructive style is labeled Contingent Reward and the corrective style is labeled Management-by-Exception (active and passive). Transactional leadership defines expectations and promotes performance to achieve these levels. Contingent Reward and Management-by-Exception are two core behaviors associated with 'management' functions in organizations. Full range leaders do this and more (MLQ, undated; Bass et al., 2003; Bolden et al., 2003).

When we compare transactional and transformational leadership styles, a transactional leadership style is appropriate in many settings and may support adherence to practice standards but not necessarily openness to innovation and risk taking. A transformational leadership style creates a vision and inspires subordinates to strive beyond required
expectations, whereas transactional leadership focuses more on extrinsic motivation for the performance of job tasks (Bolden et al., 2003, Trottier et al., 2008; Bass et al., 2003). Thus it is likely that transformational leadership would influence attitudes by inspiring acceptance of innovation through the development of enthusiasm, trust, and openness, whereas transactional leadership would lead to acceptance of innovation through reinforcement and reward.

Bass outlines the beginnings of his theory of leadership, in which both transactional and transformational leadership are needed to enhance performance. Bass developed the full range leadership model based on his belief that transformational leadership and transactional leadership are not ends on a single continuum but rather are leadership patterns that all leaders possess and use in differing amounts. For exceptional performance, transformational leadership behaviors need to augment transactional leadership behaviors (Bass and Avolio, 1993). Therefore, according to Bass, the best performance is the result of using both transactional and transformational leadership behaviors with subordinates.

2.4.3 Laissez-Faire leadership

Both the transformational and transactional leaders are described as leaders who actively intervene and try to prevent problems, although they use different approaches. When researching these two active forms of leadership, one finds that they are often contrasted with the third style of leadership, called laissez-faire leadership (Bass, 1990 as cited in Bučiūnienė & Škudienė, 2008). James & Collins (2008) describe the laissez-faire leader as an extreme passive leader who is reluctant to influence subordinates’ considerable freedom, to the point of handing over his/her responsibilities. In a sense, this extremely passive type of leadership indicates the absence of leadership.

Laissez-faire leadership style has a negative impact on followers and associates- opposite to what is intended by the leader - manager. There are many behaviors that represent laissez-faire leadership as a “do nothing” or “hands-off” approach. Such behaviors include staying away from employees, shirking supervisory duties, and being “inactive, rather than reactive or proactive” (MLQ, undated).

Researchers have consistently reported that laissez-faire leadership is the least satisfying and least effective style of leadership. That is because these leadership behaviors are accompanied by little sense of accomplishment, little clarity, little sense of group unity, and followers do
not hold as much respect for their supervisors (Trottier et al., 2008; Lok & Crawford, 1999). It is probably for these reasons that many researchers choose to exclude laissez-faire leadership from their research involving only transformational and transactional leadership.

Bass (1990) [as cited in Lok & Crawford, 1999 and Bučiūnienė & Škudienė, 2008] uses the following statement to differentiate laissez-faire leadership from other types of leadership behaviors and styles:

Laissez-faire leadership should not be confused with democratic, relations oriented, participative, or considerate leadership behavior. Nor should it be confused with delegation or management by exception. Delegation implies the leader’s active direction of a subordinate to take responsibility for some role or task. The leader who practices management by exception allows the subordinate to continue on paths that the subordinate and the leader agreed on until problems arise or standards are not met, at which time the leader intervenes to make corrections.

2.5 The Concept of Employee Commitment

Employee commitment\(^1\) has been studied in the public, private, and non-profit sector, and more recently internationally. Early research focused on defining the concept whereas current research continues to examine organizational commitment through two popular approaches, commitment-related attitudes and commitment-related behaviors. A variety of antecedents and outcomes have been identified in the past thirty years (Shore & Wayne, 1993; Hunt & Morgan, 1994). Furthermore, Batemen and Strasser (1984) [as cited in Lok & Crawford, 1999] state that the reasons for studying organizational commitment are related to “employee behaviors and performance effectiveness; attitudinal, affective, and cognitive constructs such as job satisfaction; characteristics of the employee’s job and role such as responsibility; personal characteristics of the employee such as age, job tenure.”

Multiple definitions of employee commitment are found in the literature. The way employee commitment is defined depends on the approach to commitment that one is adhering to. Hunt

\(^1\) I used the term ‘employee commitment’ throughout this study to describe what has previously been referred to as ‘employees’ organisational commitment’ or simply ‘organizational commitment’ since the concept ‘organisational commitment’ has grown to embrace a range of dimensions inviting confusion when the same term is used to describe one sub factor. However, to be consistent with reference of previous and contemporary studies the generic terms ‘organizational commitment’, ‘employees’ organizational commitment’ and ‘commitment’ are used.
and Morgan (1994) state that organizational commitment has been operationally defined as “multidimensional in nature, involving an employee’s loyalty to the organization, willingness to exert effort on behalf of the organization, degree of goal and value congruency with the organization, and desire to maintain membership.”

When looking at employee commitment within an organization, it is the relative strength of an individual's identification with and involvement in a particular organization. In relation to this, Allen & Meyer (1990) define employee commitment as a psychological state that characterizes the employee's relationship with the organization and has implications for the decision to continue employment with the organization. Similarly, Meyer & Becker (2004) define a committed employee as being one “stays with an organization, attends work regularly, puts in a full day and more, protects corporate assets, and believes in the organizational goals”. This employee positively contributes to the organization because of its commitment to the organization.

Meyer & Allen (1997) [as cited in Meyer & Becker, 2004] define a committed employee as being one “stays with an organization, attends work regularly, puts in a full day and more, protects corporate assets, and believes in the organizational goals”. This employee positively contributes to the organization because of its commitment to the organization. Research shows that individuals and organizations are adversely affected when commitment is low, and that both benefit when commitment is high (Brockner et al., 1992). Organizational commitment is associated with increased satisfaction, performance, and organizational adaptability (Lok & Crawford, 1999; Meyer & Becker, 2004), as well as decreased absenteeism and employee turnover (Lo et al., 2010).

2.6 The Dimensions of Employee Commitment

The most basic theory of employee commitment is Allen and Meyer’s conceptualization. This theory differs from others in the nature of the psychological state being described. They identified three dimensions of employee commitment: affective, continuance, and normative commitment. Normative commitment is a relatively new aspect of organizational commitment having been defined after the former ones (Allen & Meyer, 1990).
Affective commitment refers to an employee's emotional attachment to, involvement in, and identification with the organization and its goals. Affective commitment involves three aspects such as the formation of an emotional attachment to an organization, identification with, and the desire to maintain organizational membership. In this context, affective commitment reflects the identification and commitment situation where the employees stay in the organization with their own will (Allen & Meyer, 1990; Meyer et al., 2004).

Affective commitment is also attitudinal based and in this situation the employee sees him/herself as a part of the organization. Individuals with high levels of affective commitment continue employment because they want to. Therefore, it is very important for the organizations to have employees feeling affective commitment since strong affective commitment means employees willing to stay in the organization and accepting its objectives and values (Allen & Meyer, 1990).

Continuance commitment is a commitment situation originating from the needs of employees to stay in the organization considering the costs of leaving. It refers to an awareness of the costs associated with leaving the organization as well as the willingness to remain in an organization because of the investment that the employee has with “nontransferable” investments. Nontransferable investments include things such as retirement, relationships with other employees, or things that are special to the organization (Allen & Meyer, 1990; Brockner et al., 1992). Continuance commitment also includes factors such as years of employment or benefits that the employee may receive that are unique to the organization (Hunt and Morgan, 1994).

In continuance commitment, the employees consider the disadvantages of leaving the organization and avoid quitting. Moreover, continuance commitment is not a negative situation though it is considered to be a negative commitment type by the organizations. Those with high levels of continuance commitment stay with the organization because they need to. Thus, the employee keeps his organization membership thinking it might cost him too much to leave the organization (Allen & Meyer, 1990).

The third dimension of employee commitment is normative commitment, which reflects a feeling of obligation to continue employment. Those with high levels of normative commitment stay with an organization because they feel they ought to remain (Allen &
Meyer, 1990). It has argued that normative commitment is only natural due to the way we are raised in society. Normative commitment can be explained by other commitments such as marriage, family, religion, etc. Therefore, when it comes to one’s commitment to their place of employment, they often feel like they have a moral obligation to the organization (Meyer et al., 2004).

The three components of employee commitment are a psychological state that either characterizes the employee’s relationship with the organization or has the implications to affect whether the employee will continue with the organization. An individual can have similar or different levels of all types of commitment. They are not mutually exclusive. Thus, regardless of the definition, "committed" employees are more likely to remain with the organization (Allen & Meyer, 1990).

Meyer & Allen (1997) [as cited in Meyer et al., 2004] found that employees that have a good relationship with their immediate work group have higher levels of commitment to the overall organization will be higher. Accordingly, they argue that employees must be given numerous opportunities throughout the workplace to feel committed to the organization. Moreover, Ugboro (2006) concluded that workers’ organizational commitment is significantly correlated to their perceived job security.

2.7 The Relationship between Leadership Styles and Employee Commitment

Previous researches have devoted a great deal of attention to the relationship between leadership behavior and organizational commitment. They have shown that organizational commitment is greater for employees whose leaders encourage their participation in decision-making (e.g., Ugboro, 2006), who treat them with consideration (e.g., Shore & Wayne, 1993), fairness (e.g., Brockner et al., 1992; Allen & Meyer, 1990) and are supportive of them (e.g., Allen & Meyer, 1990). Also, Mowday et al. (1979) [as cited in Ponnu & Tennakoon, 2009], has indicated supervision as one of the critical organizational factors that can influence employee commitment to the organization.

A relationship between commitment and leadership style has been reported in the organizational and management literatures. Several studies found a positive relationship between the two variables. For instance, Lo et al. (2010) concluded that the leadership styles
of supervisors are important dimensions of the social context because they shape subordinates’ organizational commitment in various important ways. Likewise, Ponnu & Tennakoon (2009) indicate that ethical leadership behavior has a positive impact on employee organizational commitment and employee trust in leaders.

On the other hand, the study results on the relationship among leadership style, organizational culture and employee commitment in university libraries by Awan & Mahmood (2009) show that the leadership style (in their case, autocratic or laissez-faire) has no effect on the commitment of employees in university libraries. Instead, most of the library professionals seemed to be highly committed with their organizations i.e., they favored result-oriented culture. Similarly, Lok & Crawford (1999) reported that the leadership style variable, a bureaucratic environment, often resulted in a lower level of employee commitment and performance, whereas Hunt and Liesbscher (1973) [as cited in Bučiūnienė & Škudienė, 2008] discovered a negative association between these two variables.

In another study involving 156 participants, Lo et al. (2009) examined leadership styles and employees’ organizational commitment in Malaysia manufacturing industry to ensure the successful management of employees and to improve productivity and achievements of an organization. They discovered that several dimensions of transactional and transformational leadership have positive relationship with organizational commitment but the impacts are stronger for transactional leadership style. Similarly, Marmaya et al. (2011) investigated the employees’ perceptions of leadership style among Malaysian managers and its impact on organizational commitment and then found that leadership tends to be more transformational than transactional.

The study by Bučiūnienė and Škudienė (2008) has investigated the relationship between employees’ organizational commitment dimensions and leadership styles and found positive correlations between a transformational leadership style and affective and normative employee commitments whereas a laissez-faire leadership style was found to be negatively associated with employees’ affective commitment. Davenport (2010) also measured the relationship between leadership style and organizational commitment as moderated by follower’s locus of control and reported that suggests that separately leader style and locus of control are important drivers of organizational commitment.
Research findings have consistently highlighted the positive influence of transformational leadership on organizational outcomes. For instance, transformational leadership was found to result in lower employee turnover, increased organizational citizenship behavior (Dvir et al., 2002 as cited in Mannheim & Halamish, 2008) and lead to stronger organizational commitment (Bučiūnienė & Škudienė, 2008).

Likewise, Bycio et al. (1995) [as cited in Ponnu & Tennakoon, 2009] examined how transformational leadership and transactional leadership affected employee levels of affective commitment, continuance commitment, and normative commitment. Findings revealed that transformational leadership was a better predictor of affective, continuance, and normative commitment than transactional leadership.

Consistent with previous studies, Avolio et al. (2004) found a positive association between transformational leadership and organizational commitment. Contrary to the previous research, they found that transformational leadership at the indirect senior level had a more positive relationship with employees' level of organizational commitment as compared to the relationship between commitment and ratings of transformational leadership of the followers' immediate supervisor.

As cited in Bučiūnienė & Škudienė (2008), Simon (1994) studied the impact of transformational leadership on organizational commitment and found that transformational leadership has a positive linkage with normative and affective commitment. On the other hand, a negative relationship was found between transformational leadership and continuance commitment.

Bass and Avolio (1993) claimed that organizations have a kind of culture, which is represented by the leaders who use transactional or transformational leadership styles. According to their findings, transactional culture creates only short-term commitment, whereas transformational culture creates long-term commitment. Mannheim & Halamish (2008) argued that when transformational leadership is enacted, members of organizations no longer seek merely self-interest, but that which is beneficial to the organization as a whole.
The findings of Brown and Dodd (2003) [as cited in Bučiūnienė & Škudienė, 2008] indicated a strong correlation between transformational leadership dimensions and affective commitment, a weaker but still strong positive correlation with normative commitment and no relationship with continuance commitment. A negative relationship was found between transactional leadership dimensions and affective and normative commitments, and a statistically significant correlation found with continuance commitment (Brown and Dodd, 1999).

Management styles can influence the commitment level of employees. Eisenberger et al. (1990) [as cited in Avolio et al., 2004] argue that managers and organizations must reward and support their employees for the work that they do because this perceived support allows for more trust in the organization. They discuss that those employee’s who feel that they are cared for by their organization and managers also have not only higher levels of commitment, but that they are more conscious about their responsibilities, have greater involvement in the organization, and are more innovative.

To sum up, as we have seen in this chapter there is plenty in the literature that describes leadership styles and employee commitment from a multitude of angles and views. Many articles also repeat the same topics and findings and the author chose to include just to show that the findings are similar but from a wide range of domains. In many researches in the literature it was determined that there was a strong relationship between leadership styles and employee commitment (Lo et al., 2009; Lo et al., 2010; Avolio et al., 2004; Bučiūnienė & Škudienė, 2008; Lok & Crawford, 1999; Awan & Mahmood, 2009; Ponnu & Tennakoon, 2009). These studies were generally conducted in business organizations, yet there have been few researches conducted in education organizations specifically in Ethiopia. Thus, the aim of this research is to determine the relationship between leadership styles and employee commitment of PHEIs in AAC.
CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study was intended to be carried out at PHEIs found in Addis Ababa City. The study was designed as the cross-sectional survey for the quantitative study which was used to gather the relevant and pertinent information with regard to leadership styles and employee commitment. Thus, this study is classified as survey research.

3.1 Population and Sampling Procedures

Since the purpose of this study is to explore the relationship between leadership styles and employee commitment by surveying employees and leaders from PHEIs, the target population of this study included both employees (instructors) and leaders (college/faculty deans) of PHEIs which are found in Addis Ababa City (AAC). As per information obtained from the Higher Education Relevance & Quality Agency (HERQA), there are about 50 PHEIs serving in the city as of October 2010. Because of the activities performed by all PHEIs are almost similar, 12 are selected as feasible ones based on the self set criteria such as duration of establishment, scope of programs offered, and having full-time employees so that they can represent the remaining others. This followed the procedure of purposive sampling.

Since there is little previous research on the same topic and related areas in Ethiopia up on which one can estimate sample size, I decided about sample size based on factors such as: time available, budget, and proportionality to total population. The prerequisite for employee’s participation as respondents in this study was that he/she must have worked for at least one year under the current leader whereas leader must have been with the company for more than three years. Then proportional number of samples (employees and supervisors) was allocated to main divisions – strata such as colleges/faculties or departments- of each institution, and then samples were randomly drawn from each stratum.

To sum up, a combination of purposive, stratified and simple random sampling techniques was used to select samples. This was to ensure that target groups within a population are adequately represented in the sample, and to improve efficiency by gaining greater control on the composition of the sample.
3.2 Response Rate and Sample Size

As summarized in Table 3.1, the sample consisted of participants of this study surveyed from 12 PHEIs found in AAC. I distributed 21 leader questionnaires and 138 subordinate questionnaires whereas 20 leader and 95 subordinate questionnaires were successfully completed and returned with a non-response rate of 4.8% and 31.2%, respectively. Finally, the total sample size of 115 respondents, including leaders and instructors, were used in this study amounting to a total non-response rate of approximately 27.7% from the original sample.

Table 3.1: Institutions, sample size and response rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of Institution</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Leader</td>
<td>Academic staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unity University</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>St. Mary’s University College</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Admas University College</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Alpha University College</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Africa Beza University College</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Universal University College</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CPU University College</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Addis College</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>KIA-MED University College</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Lion Tourism and Hotels Mgt College</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Gage College</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>New Generation University College</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>21</strong></td>
<td><strong>138</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Data Sources and Type

In order to generate relevant data for this study, both primary and secondary data sources were considered. According to Biggam (2008), primary data is the information that the researcher finds out by him/herself regarding a specific topic. The main advantage with this type of data collection is that it is collected with the research’s purpose in mind. This means that the information resulting from it is more consistent with the research questions and
purpose. The data collected by me is directly linked with this study, thus providing me with important information.

As this study is basically empirical in nature, primary data was gathered from academic employees (instructors) and their leaders/supervisors to answer the above questions. Hence, the more emphasize is inclined to the primary data source. The closed ended questionnaires which are designed on an ordinal scale of measurement basis were used to collect primary data, so that the variables could be ranked to measure the degree of their strength or the agreement or the disagreement of the respondents with the variables.

Secondary data serves researchers with the opportunity to better understand and explain the research problem (Ibid.). Thus, it is very important to start a review of the existing data with a clear mindset of what it is that one wants to accomplish with the study. This will help the researcher save time and effort because he/she can easily discard data that has no relevance for its own study. This can result in information that can only be used partially for a specific study.

The secondary data of this study is compiled from many sources like e-sources, library books, and journals/ articles. This data is used to get better insight on the research topic, to establish the viable platform for the theoretical framework constituting the bases of this research, and to design the sample frame and questionnaire for retrieving the primary data. Another advantage of using secondary data is its comparability character. I used it to validate and compare the data get through questionnaire to existing literature and articles.

3.4 Data Gathering Instruments

For the purpose of this study a quantitative methodology involving a close-ended questionnaire was used as the measuring instrument. The close-ended questionnaires can be administered to groups of people simultaneously, since they are less costly and less time-consuming than other measuring instruments. Two separate instruments, namely multifactor leadership questionnaire (MLQ) and organizational commitment questionnaire (OCQ), were used in this research to obtain quantitative information on leadership styles and employees’ organizational commitment respectively.
3.4.1 Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ Form 5X)

Prior to selecting the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ Form 5X) for this research, several other instruments such as Managerial Grid, Situational Leadership Questionnaire, and Least Preferred Coworker (LPC) were considered as possible measurements of leadership behaviors. Though these instruments measure transformational and transactional leadership behaviors, the subscales and items do not focus on a separation or differentiation of these behaviors. Instead, their emphasis is on identifying the types of leadership behaviors that are most appropriate for the situation (Bass et al., 2003; Avolio et al., 2004). For these reasons, none of them was considered appropriate for this research.

The Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) has been improved and tested since 1985 with the result that many versions of the questionnaire have been developed. It is formulated from the Full Range Leadership Model consisting of transformational, transactional, and laissez-faire leadership behaviors with nine subscales. Bass & Avolio (1995) [as cited in Bass et al., 2003], presented the MLQ Form 5X with nine subscales of leadership styles.

Participants were asked to judge the extent to which their leader engaged in specific behaviors measured by the MLQ. The MLQ Form 5X is self-scoring and used 27 items excluding least relevant ones in our country’s context to measure the nine subscales (3 items for each) in this study. These items are rated using a 5-point Likert scale labeled as 0 = not at all, 1 = once in a while, 2 = sometimes, 3 = fairly often, 4 = frequently, if not always. High score shows high effectiveness of leadership style perception while low score implies low effectiveness perception in the scale.

Examples of items from the MLQ-Form 5X questionnaire include (Ibid.):
(a) Inspirational motivation (transformational) - talks optimistically about the future;
(b) MBE-passive (transactional) – directs my attention towards failures to meet standards;
(c) Laissez-faire - avoids making decisions.

3.4.2 Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ)

Although there is another identically-named Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ) developed by Porter et al. (1974) [as cited in Lo et al., 2010], it does not specify a clear delineation among the types of employee commitment. Also, comments by the authors
caused concern about the Allen & Meyer OCQ’s usefulness as a measure of employee commitment. For these and other reasons, the Allen & Meyer’s (1990) OCQ was selected as the measure of employees’ organizational commitment for this study.

This Organizational Commitment Questionnaire consists of three dimensions as “Affective commitment”, “Continuance commitment” and “Normative commitment”. The selected OCQ is a self-scoring questionnaire and the responses to each of the 12 items (4 items for each dimension) are rated using a 5-point Likert scale labeled as 0 = strongly disagree, 1 = disagree, 2 = neither agree nor disagree, 3 = agree, 4 = strongly agree. High score shows high employees’ organizational commitment perception while low score implies low perception in the scale.

Examples of items from the OCQ questionnaire include (Ibid.):
(a) Affective commitment - I feel a strong sense of belonging to this organization;
(b) Continuance commitment - It would be very costly for me to leave this organization right now;
(c) Normative commitment - I would feel guilty if I left my organization now.

3.5 Independent and Dependent Variables of the Study

The Variables those are used in measuring Full Range Leadership behaviors were considered separately as independent variables. The subscales for these variables are contained in the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ Form 5X). On the other hand, three separate measures of employee commitment were used as dependent variables. These measures are the affective commitment scale, continuance commitment scale, and normative commitment scale of the OCQ. Table 3.2 lists the variables as follows.
### Table 3.2: Independent and dependent variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Scales/Subscales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ Form 5X)</td>
<td>Transformational leadership</td>
<td>Idealized Influence (Attributed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Idealized Influence (Behavior)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inspirational Motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intellectual Stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Individual Consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transactional leadership</td>
<td>Contingent Reward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Management-by-Exception (Active)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Management-by-Exception (Passive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laissez-Faire</td>
<td>Laissez-Faire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Scales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ)</td>
<td>Employee Commitment</td>
<td>Affective Commitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Continuance Commitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Normative Commitment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.6 Data Analysis and Presentation Procedures

After the data collected, it is necessary to utilize statistical techniques to analyze the information as this study is quantitative in nature. Therefore, the survey data was processed using an SPSS (version 16). First the relevant data was coded, summarized and then transferred to SPSS to be analyzed and presented.

Frequency tables were used to summarize the respondents profile in the form of frequency and percentages whereas the descriptive statistics such as mean and standard deviations of employees’ answers to leadership styles and employee commitment scales were calculated in order to determine employees’ perceptions of leadership styles and employees’ organizational...
commitment. Descriptive statistics was also used to calculate mean and standard deviations of leaders’ answers to leadership styles in order to determine their perceptions.

Subsequently, the researcher employed two-tailed Pearson correlation analysis to investigate the relationship between various leadership styles and employee commitment dimensions. The correlation analysis supported in determining both the form and degree of the relationship between the leadership styles and employee commitment. Also T-tests was used to compare the MLQ of leaders and employees responses (independent samples). This is followed with presentation of the detail discussions on variables along with interpretations.
CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents and discusses the results of the study. Several key findings emerged that shed light on leadership styles and its association with employee commitment. Findings about the demographics of study participants, and the statistical analyzes used to answer the research questions also presented. This helped to interpret and understand the results.

4.1 Demographic Characteristics of the Participants

There were a total sample of 115 full-time employees, 20 leaders and 95 instructors, who participated in this study from various departments and positions of 12 PHEIs within AAC. Table 4.1 and 4.2 presented the summary of the leaders’ and academic instructors’ demographic data results respectively. In the leaders’ sample, almost all are males (90%) and there are more males (88.4%) than females in the academic staffs’ sample. From the academic staff participants, the majority’s age group was between 26 to 35 years (56.8%) followed by those 36 to 45 years old (16.8 %) whereas most of the leaders falling in the range of 26 to 35 years of age (40%) followed by those between 36 to 45, 46 to 55, and 66 or older years old (15% each).

Most of the total academic staff have worked from 3 to 5 years (35.8%) followed by 1 to 3 years (34.7%), as the minimum requirement was 1 year, for their current organization and most of those have worked from 1 to 3 years under current leader (73.7%). The majority of leaders have worked from 3 to 5 years, as the minimum requirement was 3 years, for their current organization (55%) followed by 5 to 7 years (30%) as well as having similar previous work experience of above 5 years (50%) followed by under 1 year (30%).

From the total participants, most of the leaders are married (65%) whereas almost half of the academic employees are single (50.5 %) followed by 46.3% married. Education levels of both groups varied, with 5% & 8.4% having some college, no degree, 40% & 51.6% having Bachelor's degree, and 55% & 40% falling in the range of Master's degree to having some Post Masters degree credits and Doctorate degree for both leaders and academic employees, respectively.
### Table 4.1: Summary of Leaders’ Profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worked on current position</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 5 years</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 to 7 years</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 7 years</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous work experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>under 1 year</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 to 3 years</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 5 years</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 5 years</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 to 35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 to 45</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 or older</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4.2: Summary of Academic Staff’s Profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>88.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worked for current organization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 to 3 years</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 5 years</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 5 years</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worked under current Supervisor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 to 3 years</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>73.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 5 years</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 5 years</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 26</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 to 35</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 to 45</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 or older</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>50.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>46.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Descriptive Statistics for Leadership Styles and Employee Commitment

The descriptive statistics was used as a way to examine the mean, standard deviation and other information which are not apparent in the raw data. It was needed to determine the academic staffs’ perception to leadership style and organizational commitment. Table 4.3 below contains descriptive data (mean and standard deviations) for the five transformational leadership subscales, three transactional leadership subscales, one laissez-faire subscale, and three employee commitment scales as indicated by the respondents. In all cases, the distribution of scores for the sample contained reasonable variance and normality for use in subsequent analyses.

Table 4.3: Mean and Standard Deviations of Leadership Styles and Employee Commitment for Academic Staff’s Responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idealized Influence (attributed)</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idealized Influence (behavior)</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspirational Motivation</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual Stimulation</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualized Consideration</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transformational Leadership</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.30</strong></td>
<td><strong>.80</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contingent Reward</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management-by-Exception (active)</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management-by-Exception (passive)</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transactional Leadership</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.94</strong></td>
<td><strong>.48</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laissez-Faire</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective Commitment</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuance Commitment</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normative Commitment</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** N=95

Each subscale of leadership styles and each scale of commitment has 3 items and 4 items, respectively.
4.2.1 Employees Perception to Leadership Styles

The sample size for all variables (leadership and commitment) is 95 indicating that leaders’ responses are excluded because here the purpose is to determine employees’ perception to current organization’s leadership styles and their commitment to the organization. The mean values for each of the transformational leadership subscales are calculated between 2.12 to 2.53 and having the standard deviation value of nearly 1; whereas for those of transactional leadership ranges from 1.66 to 2.31 and standard deviation of nearly 1. The mean and standard deviation values for laissez-faire are 1.75 and 1.02, respectively. From the leadership subscales, idealized influence (attributed) has the highest standard deviation approximately 1.09 followed by management-by-exception (passive) which scored approximately 1.05 standard deviation.

The overall scores of data for the transformational and transactional subscales are, in some cases, slightly less than what Bass & Avolio (1997) [as cited in Bass et al., 2003] consider “ideal” levels for effective leadership. The suggested scores for the most effective leaders include a mean of 3.0 or higher for idealized influence (attributed), idealized influence (behavior), inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration. Mean scores for the subscales in this study ranged from 2.12 to 2.53.

On the other hand, the same authors suggested a mean score of 2.0 for contingent reward while this study’s sample data mean score is 2.31, which is only slightly higher than the suggested one. The score for management-by-exception (active) in this study is 1.86; this is found within the suggested range of 1.0 and 2.0. In the same way, the suggested scores for management-by-exception (passive) and laissez-faire are between 1.0 and 0.0, but mean scores for my study have higher ranges of 1.66 and 1.75, respectively.

The aforementioned patterns of scores for this study suggest that some respondents perceived their leaders as one that has not exhibited the “ideal” levels of transformational leadership behaviors. These behaviors included instilling pride, inspiring a shared vision, talking optimistically, encouraging creativity, and placing much importance in coaching or training.

On the contrary, the mean score of contingent reward implies that some of the academic staff perceived their leaders as performing beyond expected average job of recognizing
accomplishments and clarifying expectations. This is also similar for the management-by-exception (active) mean, which entails that some employees perceived their leaders as taking corrective action immediately when deviations occur. Furthermore, the mean scores of management-by-exception (passive) and laissez-faire proposes as some employees perceived that their immediate supervisors tended not to take corrective action or make decisions as soon as problems occur.

As the results of this study indicate, respondents perceived leadership style to be slightly more transformational ($M = 2.30$) than to that of transactional ($M = 1.94$) and laissez-faire ($M = 1.75$). Therefore, this supports the finding by Trottier et al. (2008) that shows transformational leadership variables are slightly more important in terms of their overarching concept of leadership effectiveness in followers’ perceptions of importance.

4.2.2 Employees Perception to their Organizational Commitment

In addition to the scores of leadership styles, the mean and standard deviations of the employees’ commitment to their organization are presented in Table 4.3 as indicated by the respondents. The mean and standard deviation scores for each of the employee commitment scales are ranked by respondents as affective commitment has 2.41 and .83, continuance commitment has 1.51 and .88, and normative commitment has 2.07 and .72, respectively. When we see from highest to lowest mean scores, respondents ranked their “Affective commitment” with highest mean of 2.41 whereas their “Continuance commitment” having lowest mean of 1.51 from total. From standard deviation scores, continuance commitment has the highest value of all, i.e., 0.88.

In describing the application of their Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ) scales, Allen & Meyer (1990) do not provide guidance about average, required, ideal, or expected means for affective, continuance, and normative commitment. Instead, Allen & Meyer (1990) and other researchers (Brockner et al., 1992; Shore & Wayne, 1993; Hunt & Morgan, 1994; Meyer et al., 2004) studied to identify what was a relationship between the different types of organizational commitment and the outcomes that are being examined, as well as the pattern for those findings, and their level of influence. Many of them proposed that the required pattern to be ranked starting from highest to lowest scores in the following manner such as affective commitment, normative commitment, and then continuance commitment.
The results of this study reflect that the pattern for mean scores is consistent with the abovementioned ones by presenting that affective commitment has highest score followed by normative commitment, and then continuance commitment has the least score. This indicates that some of the academic staff has strong affective commitment towards their organizations where they would consider themselves as belonging to these organizations. However, lowest mean of continuance commitment implies as the respondents felt that the academic institutions leaders are not paying enough attention to the rewards in exchange of efforts they provide to the organizations compared to others.

4.3 Comparisons between Leader and Employee Responses on Leadership Styles

The results of descriptive statistics for employees and leaders responses to Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) are presented in Table 4.3. T-test is used to compare the means of two samples (independent). In this case, the significant differences, between the two samples on the dimensions of the questionnaires, are determined. The test considers two critical assumptions regarding data distribution: the values in the data set are independent (measured on randomly selected units from the study area) and the data to be normally distributed, but are not sensitive to violations of the normality assumption unless the data is extremely non-normal.

Also the standard deviations and standard error mean of the two samples (employees and leaders) are compared to determine whether their perception is similar or different to leadership styles based on the dimensions of the questionnaires.
According to the results shown in the Table 4.4, the mean score for employees’ responses on each of the transformational leadership subscales are ranged from 2.12 to 2.53 with the standard deviation values from .88 to 1.09 whereas for those of leaders has mean scores ranged from 2.75 to 3.25 with standard deviation values from .54 to .77. If we consider the mean and standard deviation scores of the transformational leadership scales taken as a whole for both groups, employees’ group has 2.30 and .80 respectively whereas leaders’ group has 2.95 and .38 respectively.
On the other hand, the mean and standard deviation scores for each of transactional leadership subscales ranges from 1.66 to 2.31 mean and standard deviation of nearly 1 for employees’ responses while it ranges from 1.15 to 3.43 mean and 0.43 to 1.11 standard deviation values for leaders’ responses. When taken as a whole, the leaders’ responses on the transactional leadership scale presents higher mean with slightly higher standard deviation to that of employees’ response. But the mean and standard deviation values of the leaders’ responses for laissez-faire leadership scale are lower and slightly lower than to that of employees’ one, respectively.

For some of the transformational leadership subscales such as inspirational motivation (m=3.25) and intellectual stimulation (m=3.10), leaders’ responses indicate that as current study has slightly higher mean score to that of Bass & Avolio (1997) suggested one for the most effective leaders (m>=3.0) whilst the employees’ responses for all subscales has slightly less than to the suggested benchmark. In the case of contingent reward, the mean scores for both groups are higher than the suggested mean score of 2.0 compared with employees mean score of 2.31 and with 3.43 mean score of leaders. Similarly, the mean scores of both employees and leaders for management-by-exception (active) are found within and above, respectively, the suggested ranges of 1.0 and 2.0. The mean scores of employees’ response for management-by-exception (passive) and laissez-faire are found above the suggested ranges of 1.0 and 0.0 whereas for those of leaders it is slightly higher than and within the suggested ranges respectively.

As the whole values of the mean implies for all leadership subscales with an exception of management-by-exception (passive) and laissez-faire, the leaders’ responses has higher mean scores than to those of employees’ responses. The values of standard deviation on all leadership subscales with an exception to management-by-exception (active) and management-by-exception (passive) indicate higher standard deviation scores for employees’ responses than to the leaders’ responses.

The variations in both cases can be triggered to different reasons. In particular, the difference in mean values may be due to the difference in the size of the two samples or due to the considerable difference between perception of both groups about leadership styles or leaders are considering themselves as practically exercising what is required in theoretical leadership behaviors without convincing their followers. Likewise, the differences in the values of the
standard deviations show that there is more difference in variability for the scores of employees’ responses than to those of the leaders. This is an indication of major differences between leadership behaviors which are being practiced and behaviors which are being perceived by the employees.

When we consider the standard error mean, the results indicate that employees’ responses have smaller standard error mean than that of the leaders almost in all variables. The great difference in the size of the two samples (employees = 95, leaders = 20) could be considered as a possible reason. Another reason may be as the standard error depends on both the standard deviation of the samples and the sample size. Berenson et al. (2002) explain that as the size of the sample increases the standard error decreases. Thus, it is obvious that as the sample size increases, the higher the possibility will be that the samples mean is not too far from the population mean.

The analysis results of the T-test for equality of mean scores are presented in the Table 4.5 below. This test measures whether the difference is significant or not between the mean scores of the two samples (employees and leaders) for Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ). Confidence Interval of the Difference is 95% (i.e., $p \leq 0.05$).
Table 4.5: T-test results for equality of mean scores by the two samples on MLQ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T-test for equality of means</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contingent reward</td>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>-4.975</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>-8.012</td>
<td>67.012</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management by exception</td>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>-1.967</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(active)</td>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>-1.881</td>
<td>26.446</td>
<td>.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management by exception</td>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>1.956</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(passive)</td>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>1.883</td>
<td>26.608</td>
<td>.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idealized influence</td>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>-2.465</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(attributed)</td>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>-3.167</td>
<td>38.931</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idealized influence</td>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>-1.587</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(behavior)</td>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>-1.801</td>
<td>31.994</td>
<td>.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspirational motivation</td>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>-3.137</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>-4.146</td>
<td>41.083</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual stimulation</td>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>-4.114</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>-5.868</td>
<td>48.391</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualized consideration</td>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>-3.045</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>-3.668</td>
<td>34.901</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laissez-faire leadership</td>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>3.681</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>4.546</td>
<td>36.328</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactional Leadership</td>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>-2.878</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>-2.660</td>
<td>25.676</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformational Leadership</td>
<td>Equal variances assumed</td>
<td>-3.533</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equal variances not assumed</td>
<td>-5.538</td>
<td>61.873</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The finding points out significant differences between the two samples on all dimensions of leadership with an exception to idealized influence (behaviors), management by exception (active), and management by exception (passive). These significant differences implies as there are major differences between leadership behaviors which are being practically exercised and behaviors which are being perceived by the employees of the organization.
4.4 The Relationship between Leadership Styles and Employee Commitment

In this section, correlation analysis conducted in the light of each research questions is mentioned. The relationship between leadership styles and employee commitment was investigated using two-tailed Pearson correlation analysis. This provided correlation coefficients which indicated the strength and direction of relationship. The p-value also indicated the probability of this relationship’s significance. These findings are presented below.

Table 4.6: Pearson correlation matrix between leadership styles and employee commitment dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leadership styles</th>
<th>Affective commitment</th>
<th>Continuance Commitment</th>
<th>Normative Commitment</th>
<th>Total Employee commitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transformational leadership style</td>
<td>.305**</td>
<td>.238*</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>.303**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactional leadership style</td>
<td>.075</td>
<td>.177</td>
<td>.222*</td>
<td>.229*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laissez-faire leadership style</td>
<td>-.349**</td>
<td>-.046</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>-.189</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N=95
* Correlation is significant at the $p<0.05$ level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the $p<0.01$ level (2-tailed).

4.4.1 Correlations between Transformational Leadership Style and Employee Commitment Dimensions

As seen from the results, transformational leadership has relatively weak, but significant positive correlation with affective commitment (0.305**) and very weak, but significant, positive relationship with continuance commitment (0.238*) whereas no relationship with normative commitment (0.053). It can also be said that 9% of the variance in affective commitment and 6% of the variance in continuance commitment originate from the transformational leadership behaviors when coefficient of determination ($r^2=0.09$ & 0.06, respectively) are taken into consideration.
These findings suggest that there is a positive, although not very strong, relationship between the transformational leadership style and both affective commitment and continuance commitment. For affective commitment, this suggests that leadership behaviors which involve building trust, inspiring a shared vision, encouraging creativity, emphasizing development, and recognizing accomplishments is somewhat positively related to how employees feel about wanting to stay with the PHEIs. For continuance commitment, this finding suggests that these same leadership behaviors are related to how employees feel about having to stay with the organization. Continuance commitment is more likely related to transferability of skills, education, retirement money, status, and job security, and alternative employment opportunities (Allen & Meyer, 1990; Shore & Wayne, 1993; Hunt & Morgan, 1994; Meyer et al., 2004).

However, the rate in the relationship between transformational leadership behavior and continuance commitment is rather lower than the rate in the relationship with affective commitment, because continuance commitment is about the costs of leaving the organization and is largely affected by the variables such as gender, age, seniority, career opportunities, salary, and marital status (Allen & Meyer, 1990).

As for the lack of statistically significant correlations between the transformational leadership and normative commitment, my findings suggest that this same leadership style may not be related to how employees feel about their obligation to stay with organization. The finding that transformational leadership style has no relationship with normative commitment is also appropriate since employees who stay with an organization because they feel obligated to do may not exhibit the same enthusiasm and involvement as employees who stay with an organization because they want to stay and need to stay (Allen & Meyer, 1990; Brooks et al., 2006). This is also in line with the argument of Mannheim & Halamish (2008) that reveals as transformational leadership is enacted, members of organizations no longer seek merely self-interest, but that which is beneficial to the organization as a whole. As such, transformational leadership style may not be related to normative commitment as to affective and continuance commitment.

This study, therefore, supports the suggestions by Brown & Dodd (2003) [cited in Bučiūnienė & Škudienė, 2008] that transformational leadership and affective commitment are correlated but not that of having with normative commitment and not having correlation with
continuance commitment. Consistent with the finding of Bučiūnienė & Škudienė (2008), transformational leadership has positive relationship with affective and continuance commitment but different for that of normative commitment. Similarly, this study does not support suggestions made by Simon (1994) that a transformational leadership style has a positive relationship with normative commitment and a negative correlation with continuance commitment.

Similar to the findings of Bučiūnienė & Škudienė (2008), transformational leadership, according to the results of this research, has a positive but lower relationship with employees’ continuance commitment. The finding of this study also coincides with the findings of Bycio et al. (1995) [cited in Ponnu & Tennakoon, 2009] that revealed transformational leadership was a better predictor of affective, continuance, and normative commitment than transactional leadership. Another consistent finding was that by Lok & Crawford (1999) which revealed the leadership style variable, consideration, had relatively stronger relationship with commitment when compared with other variables.

Generally, the present study has exhibited that transformational leaders have a more significant positive relationships with employee commitment in psychological, value, and economic terms. This is consistent with previous studies by Lo et al. (2009) and Lo et al. (2010), who elucidated that transformational leadership styles have a more significant positive correlation with employee commitment dimensions. Given that a transformational leadership style is often associated with emotional aspects, it is not surprising that transformational leadership has the greatest correlation with affective employee commitment.

Consistent with the study of (Avolio et al., 2004), the result of my study indicated significant and positive associations between transformational leadership and employee commitment dimensions. Accordingly, it can be said that there is a significant relationship between employee commitments and transformational leadership behaviors of PHEIs. As a transformational leader helps followers develop beyond their potential and satisfy their higher order needs, he/she is likely to gain their followers’ commitment to the organization (Bass, 1997).
4.4.2 Correlations between Transactional Leadership Style and Employee Commitment Dimensions

According to the analysis results, there is very weak, but positive and significant relationship between transactional leadership style and normative commitment (0.222*) but there is no statistically significant correlation with affective commitment (0.075) and continuance commitment (0.177). It can also be said that 5% of the variance in normative commitment originates from the transactional leadership behaviors when coefficient of determination ($r^2=0.05$) is taken into consideration.

The positive correlation between transactional leadership style and normative commitment suggests that leadership behaviors involving rewards, highlighting problems, and positive reinforcement related to how employees feel about ought to stay with the organization (Bass & Avolio, 1993). This relationship also indicates that the leaders’ and followers’ associations affects employees’ moral identification with an organization and relates to their feelings of responsibility (Allen & Meyer, 1990).

On the other hand, the absence of relationship for transactional leadership style with affective commitment and continuance commitment suggests that leadership behaviors involving exchange of rewards for meeting agreed-on objectives, highlighting problems, or waiting for problems to become serious before taking action, may not be related to how employees feel about want to stay and need to stay with the organization. These natures are more related with negative performance (Allen & Meyer, 1990; Bass & Avolio, 1993).

This finding verifies with the finding of Bučiūniienė & Škedienė (2008) that identified significant and positive correlation between transactional leadership style and normative commitment though it does not confirm the relationship with that of affective and normative commitment by the same authors. Taken together, the finding also supports the studies of Bycio et al. (1995) [cited in Ponnu & Tennakoon, 2009], Lo et al. (2009) and Lo et al. (2010) those indicated that transactional leadership has positive relationship with employees’ organizational commitment.

The significant positive correlation of transactional leadership style and normative commitment contradicts with finding by Marmaya et al. (2011) which showed that
transactional leadership style is positively related to affective commitment. It also contradicts the findings by Brown & Dodd (1999) [cited in Bučiūnienė & Škudienė, 2008], whose empirically supported arguments stated that transactional leadership has a negative association with affective and normative commitments. An explanation of this finding may be due to the characteristics of the research sample used by them since they investigated employees in US municipalities.

4.4.3 Correlations between Laissez-Faire leadership style and Employee Commitment Dimensions

Laissez-faire leadership style, according to the research data, is significantly and negatively related to affective commitment (-0.349**) though it is relatively weak. It can also be said that 12% of the variance in affective commitment originates from the laissez-faire leadership behaviors when coefficient of determination ($r^2=0.12$) is taken into consideration. But it has no relationship with both continuance commitment (-.046) and normative commitment (.024).

This existence of significant and negative correlation between laissez-faire leadership style and affective commitment suggests the strengths of negative influence on the affective commitment. Therefore, leadership behaviors that involve ignoring problems, displaying indifference, and overlooking achievements are negatively related to affective employees’ commitment in PHEIs.

However, laissez-faire leadership does not have any statistically significant correlations with continuance and normative commitments. These almost nonexistent correlations suggest that leadership behaviors involving ignoring problems, acting non-involved, displaying indifference, and overlooking achievements may not be related to how employees feel about need to stay and having to stay with the PHEIs.

Laissez-faire leadership, given its non-intervening nature, has negative consequences on affective employee commitment dimension but nothing on others. The results are consistent with the literature indicating that laissez-faire leadership is negatively related to affective commitment and has no relationship with continuance commitment though it contradicts the significant negative relationship with normative commitment (Bučiūnienė and Škudienė, 2008). Likewise, the nonexistent correlations of laissez-faire leadership with both continuance and normative commitments confirms the finding by Awan & Mahmood (2009) that depicted
as the leadership style (in their case, autocratic or laissez-faire) has no effect on the commitment of employees in university libraries.

4.4.4 Comparisons of Overall Correlations among the Variables

The findings of this study reveal that transformational leadership has positive associations with the dimensions of employee commitment, and that transformational and transactional leadership are important in relation to followers’ organizational commitment. Such findings clearly indicate the important role of transformational leadership, and the importance for organizations to nurture transformational leadership qualities among their leaders.

When compared to transformational leadership, transactional leadership is effective in affecting only employees’ normative commitment whereas transformational leadership is effective in affecting both employees’ affective and continuance commitments without having any effect on normative commitment. Compared to transformational and transactional leadership, laissez-faire leadership has significant and negative correlation with affective employees’ commitment but not has any significant correlation to both continuance and normative commitments.

Generally, the present study has exhibited that transformational leaders have a more significant and stronger relationship with organizational commitment. This is consistent with previous studies by Bass & Avolio (1993) who claimed that transactional culture creates only short-term commitment, whereas transformational culture creates long-term commitment as well as with that of Lok & Crawford (1999) who elucidated that the leadership style variable, a bureaucratic environment that resembles transactional characteristics, often resulted in a lower level of employee commitment and performance. Similarly, Mannheim & Halamish (2008) revealed that leaders who exhibit transformational leadership styles are more effective in achieving significantly higher commitment levels than transactional leaders.
CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 Conclusions

The main objective of this research was to examine the relationship between leadership styles and employees’ organizational commitment in PHEIs. According to the analysis results and discussion of the study, conclusions are made on the nature and relationship of leadership styles and employee commitment.

Most of the total academic employees have worked from 3 to 5 years (35.8%), as the minimum requirement was 1 year, for their current organization and from 1 to 3 years under current leader (73.7%). The majority of leaders have worked from 3 to 5 years, as the minimum requirement was 3 years, for their current organization (55%).

The patterns of mean scores for transformational leadership subscales suggest that some respondents perceived their leaders as one that has not exhibited the “ideal” levels of transformational leadership behaviors as well as some need for improvement. The mean for contingent reward and management-by-exception (active) of transactional subscales proposes that some employees perceived their leaders as performing beyond expected average job of recognizing accomplishments and taking corrective action immediately when deviations occur.

Consistent to other findings, affective commitment has highest mean score followed by normative commitment, and then continuance commitment has the least score. Therefore, it can be said that academic staff’s perceptions of organizational commitment are positive. These mean scores suggest that some employees felt more about wanting to stay followed by obligation to stay and less about having to stay with the PHEIs.

The lowest mean score of continuance commitment suggests that employees of the institutions perceived that they get much lesser than the effort they are required to exert on performing their jobs.
Regarding the comparison between employees’ and leaders’ responses to leadership styles of PHEIs, employees’ group has mean of 2.30 whereas leaders’ group has mean of 2.95 on transformational leadership scale. Similarly, the leaders’ responses on the transactional leadership scale presents higher mean with slightly higher standard deviation to that of employees’ response. But the mean and standard deviation values of the leaders’ responses for laissez-faire leadership scale are lower and slightly lower than to that of employees’ one, respectively. This indicates that leaders of PHEIs perceive more than what employees perceive as they adopt, from most to least, a transformational leadership style, transactional leadership style, and the laissez-faire leadership respectively.

Almost in all leadership variables, the standard error mean of employees’ responses is smaller than that of the leaders. Analysis of the T-test for equality of mean scores revealed significant differences between the two samples on all dimensions of leadership with an exception to idealized influence (behaviors), management by exception (active), and management by exception (passive).

The results of this study confirm some of earlier findings and contradict the others on the relationship between leadership style and employee commitment dimensions (affective, continuance, and normative commitments). Pearson correlation analysis was used to investigate the relationship between these variables.

The important finding of this study is that transformational leadership style has a greater significant influence on affective employee commitment than on continuance employee commitment. It can be suggested that transformational leadership styles which involve building trust, inspiring a shared vision, encouraging creativity, and emphasizing development explains some of the variation in whether employees want to or do not want to stay with the PHEIs. For continuance commitment, these same transformational leadership activities explain a little less of the variation in whether employees feel needed to or do not feel needed to stay with the institutions. This finding also led us to conclude that transformational leadership is a better predictor of employee commitment.

According to the results of the research, there is a positive and significant relationship between transactional leadership style and only normative commitment. This reflects that leadership behaviors, which involve recognizing accomplishments taking immediate action or
waiting for problems to become chronic before taking action, explain positive variations in
how employees feel about *having to* stay with the organization. In other word, it can be said
that employees’ feeling of *having to* stay in the organization increases as transactional
leadership behaviors increases.

The third leadership style, a laissez-faire leadership, was found to be significantly and
negatively associated with employees’ affective commitment but has no significant
relationship with others. This predicts that leadership behaviors which involve ignoring
problems, displaying indifference, and overlooking achievements will negatively affect how
employees feel about *wanting to* stay with the organization. Thus, it can be said that this
leadership style may intervene in the work affairs of leader-employee interaction or inhibit the
successful development of an organization.

In general, the findings have indicated that transformational leadership is effective in affecting
significantly both employees’ affective and continuance commitments without having any
significant effect on normative commitment whereas transactional leadership is effective in
affecting significantly employees’ normative commitment. Compared to transformational and
transactional leadership, laissez-faire leadership has significant and negative correlation with
affective employees’ commitment but does not have any significant correlation to both
continuance and normative commitments.
5.2 Suggestions

It is clear that owners and managers want their organizations to have sustainable development and growth. One of the ways to achieve this is to create favorable conditions to employees. Based on the findings of this study, I suggest the following points to PHEIs and for future research.

5.2.1 Suggestions for PHEIs

Although leadership functions may vary by organizational level or discipline, the study presented here suggests that the interaction of transformational and transactional leadership styles are potentially important point of influence in affecting attitudes toward commitment to the organization.

It is suggested that the leaders of PHEIs should pay more attention to developing efficient teamwork and express warm concern and trust to co-workers through transformational leadership behaviors. This is because leaders can play a role in building commitment by assuring that the organization makes effort to address both the work content and the work context by engaging in management practices to increase psychological attachment of employees to the organization.

As there are considerable differences in mean scores between leaders and employees perception to leadership styles, leaders must try to be found as practical as what they say theoretically to their followers.

To improve the lowest mean score of continuance commitment, PHEIs should try to improve their payments and other benefit systems to develop employee commitment otherwise they need not stay there.

From the managerial perspective, this study implies to the policy makers and academic leaders at the institutions that they can focus in developing their academic staff, by tapping their potentials, inspiring them, promoting collaboration, motivating and reinforcing positive attitudes towards commitment to organization.
Because both transformational and transactional leadership styles have been found to have a significant and positive relationship with employee commitment, the institutions should attempt to maintain these leadership styles within their organizations as committed employees are most desirable. For transactional leadership, recognizing accomplishments and expectations, and taking immediate action rather than waiting for problems to become serious.

Since the laissez-faire leadership has significant and negative correlation with affective employees’ commitment, leaders should avoid such behaviors like displaying indifference, overlooking achievements, and ignorance of problems to improve the commitment levels of employees. In other word, leaders may be able to improve their laissez-faire leadership behaviors by giving negative feedback in a timely manner and using language that is both clarifying and encouraging.

Based on the findings that revealed the significant relationships between leadership styles and employee commitment, it is imperative to establish a sound system of benefits, promotion, and development in order to increase employees’ organizational commitment and then raise productivity by reducing labour turnover. These are major factors which influence the decisions of employees about want to, need to or ought to stay in the current organization.
5.2.2 Suggestions for Future Research

In future research, it would be interesting to assess causal relationships and consider alternative modes of enquires such as employing the longitudinal design (e.g. observations or interviews) to determine if the findings tested are likely to be sustained. Further research should also involve a nationwide survey covering samples from the whole population of the higher education institutions in Ethiopia.

Future studies can benefit by including leadership styles and other variables such as loyalty or self efficacy beliefs in determining employee commitment. Comparisons can also be made between the private and public higher education institutions.

The findings of this study may not be generalized to the whole education industry or to other types of organizations in the country. Generalization of the present findings should, therefore, be examined in future research in public higher education institutions and other organizations with balanced gender, and more heterogeneous samples.

Furthermore, researchers might further examine the particular circumstances under which leadership behaviors might influence continuance commitment. Meyer et al. (2004) suggest that this relationship could vary based on employees’ perceptions of their ability to find another job with similar characteristics. Emphasis in this area could improve leaders’ ability to have a positive influence on employees who stay with the organization because they feel they have no other choice.

Taken as a whole, the suggestions for future research offer additional opportunities to further investigate the amount of variance that the three leadership styles explain in all types of employee commitment.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Operationalization of Leadership Styles and Employee Commitment

Transformational Style Operationalization

- Idealized Influence (attributed): instills pride and builds trust.
- Idealized Influence (behavior): emphasizes collective sense of mission, and talks about values and beliefs.
- Inspirational Motivation: expresses enthusiasm, optimism, and confidence.
- Intellectual Stimulation: encourages problem solving, critical thinking, and creativity.
- Individualized Consideration: develops, coaches, and teaches.

Transactional Style Operationalization

- Contingent Reward: recognizes accomplishments and clarifies expectations.
- Management-by-Exception (active): takes immediate action to correct problems and highlights mistakes or errors.
- Management-by-Exception (passive): waits for problems to become chronic or serious before correcting.

Laissez-Faire style Operationalization

- Laissez-Faire: acts non-involved, displays indifference, overlooks achievements, and ignores problems.

Employee Commitment Operationalization

- Affective Commitment: *wants to* stay with the organization and feels emotionally attached.
- Continuance Commitment: *needs to* stay with the organization because the cost of leaving is too high.
- Normative Commitment: feels *obligated to* stay with the organization because it is the moral and right thing to do.
## Appendix B: Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) Form 5X Scoring Key

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Leadership Factors</th>
<th>Raw Factors</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transformational</td>
<td>Idealized Influence (Attributed)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transformational</td>
<td>Idealized Influence (Behaviors)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transformational</td>
<td>Inspirational Motivation</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transformational</td>
<td>Intellectual Stimulation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transformational</td>
<td>Individualized Consideration</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructive transaction</td>
<td>Transactional</td>
<td>Contingent Reward</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrective transaction</td>
<td>Transactional</td>
<td>Management by Exception (Active)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrective transaction</td>
<td>Transactional</td>
<td>Management by Exception (Passive)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Transactional</td>
<td>Laissez-Faire</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Appendix C: Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ) Scoring Key

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational Commitment Factor</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affective Commitment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuance Commitment</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normative Commitment</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix D: Independent Samples T-Test (MLQ)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Contingent reward</th>
<th>Management by exception (active)</th>
<th>Management by exception (passive)</th>
<th>Idealized influence (attributed)</th>
<th>Idealized influence (behavior)</th>
<th>Inspirational motivation</th>
<th>Intellectual stimulation</th>
<th>Individualized consideration</th>
<th>Laissez-faire leadership</th>
<th>Transactional Leadership</th>
<th>Transformational Leadership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Df</strong></td>
<td>113</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>38.931</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>41.083</td>
<td>48.391</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sig. (2-tailed)</strong></td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.081</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean Difference</strong></td>
<td>-1.12456</td>
<td>-1.12456</td>
<td>.50965</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>3.5351</td>
<td>-1.5021</td>
<td>1.0021</td>
<td>-1.5757</td>
<td>-.88722</td>
<td>-1.35058</td>
<td>-1.65175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Std. Error Difference</strong></td>
<td>.22606</td>
<td>.22209</td>
<td>.26058</td>
<td>.19804</td>
<td>.19521</td>
<td>.23183</td>
<td>.17522</td>
<td>.15637</td>
<td>.24116</td>
<td>.12182</td>
<td>.18445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</strong></td>
<td>-1.57243</td>
<td>-.86785</td>
<td>.26058</td>
<td>-1.13130</td>
<td>-1.02780</td>
<td>-2.6790</td>
<td>-1.68139</td>
<td>-1.35939</td>
<td>1.36550</td>
<td>-1.0923</td>
<td>1.2632</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Equal variances assumed* or *Equal variances not assumed*
## Appendix E: Correlations between Leadership Styles and Employee Commitment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Transformational Leadership</th>
<th>Transactional Leadership</th>
<th>Laissez-faire leadership</th>
<th>Affective commitment</th>
<th>Continuance commitment</th>
<th>Normative commitment</th>
<th>Total Employee commitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transformational Leadership</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.184*</td>
<td>-.572**</td>
<td>.305**</td>
<td>.238*</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>.303**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transactional Leadership</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.184*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.168</td>
<td>.075</td>
<td>.177</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>.072</td>
<td>.469</td>
<td>.087</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Laissez-faire leadership</strong></td>
<td>-.572**</td>
<td>.168</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.349**</td>
<td>-.046</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>-.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.072</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.655</td>
<td>.814</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affective commitment</strong></td>
<td>.305**</td>
<td>.075</td>
<td>-.349**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.197</td>
<td>233*</td>
<td>.709*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.469</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Continuance commitment</strong></td>
<td>.238*</td>
<td>.177</td>
<td>-.046</td>
<td>.197</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.140</td>
<td>.693**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>.087</td>
<td>.655</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.175</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Normative commitment</strong></td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>.222</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.233*</td>
<td>.140</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.629*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.612</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.814</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.175</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Employee commitment</strong></td>
<td>.303**</td>
<td>.229*</td>
<td>-.189</td>
<td>.709*</td>
<td>.693*</td>
<td>.629*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Appendix F: Verification of the Study Organizations Cooperation

Verification of Organizations Cooperation

May 2011

Organizations those allowed me to collect primary data for this study verify their cooperation in the following manner:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of Institution</th>
<th>Authorized representative</th>
<th>Contact information</th>
<th>Signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unity University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>St. Merry University College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Admas University College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Alpha University College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Africa Beza University College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Universal University College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CPU University College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Addis College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>KIA-MED Medical College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Lion Tourism and Business College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Gage TV Business College</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>New Generation U.G. Dr. Ayalew Kanzo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix G: Leader Opinion Survey- Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ)

I am graduating class MBA student of 2011 at Addis Ababa University. This questionnaire is designed to help you describe your leadership style as you perceive it. Please answer items below by circling a number from 0 to 4 that best reflects your perception. Judge how frequently each statement fits you. The word "others" may mean your peers, clients, direct reports, supervisors, and/or all of these individuals. If you are unsure or do not know the answer, leave the answer blank. Whatever information you give me is strictly confidential and could be used for academic purpose only. I would like to thank you in advance for your indispensable cooperation.

Use the following rating scale:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0 Not at all</th>
<th>1 Once in a while</th>
<th>2 Sometimes</th>
<th>3 Fairly Often</th>
<th>4 Frequently, if not always</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. I provide others with assistance in exchange for their efforts. 0 1 2 3 4
2. I re-examine critical assumptions to question whether they are appropriate. 0 1 2 3 4
3. I fail to interfere until problems become serious. 0 1 2 3 4
4. I focus attention on irregularities, mistakes, exceptions, and deviations from standards. 0 1 2 3 4
5. I avoid getting involved when important issues arise. 0 1 2 3 4
6. I talk about my most important values and beliefs. 0 1 2 3 4
7. I seek differing perspectives when solving problems. 0 1 2 3 4
8. I talk optimistically about the future. 0 1 2 3 4
9. I instill pride in others for being associated with me. 0 1 2 3 4
10. I discuss in specific terms who is responsible for achieving performance targets. 0 1 2 3 4
11. I wait for things to go wrong before taking action. 0 1 2 3 4
12. I talk enthusiastically about what needs to be accomplished. 0 1 2 3 4
13. I spend time teaching and coaching. 0 1 2 3 4
14. I go beyond self-interest for the good of the group. 0 1 2 3 4
Use the following rating scale:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not at all</td>
<td>Once in a while</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>Fairly Often</td>
<td>Frequently, if not always</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15. I treat others as individuals rather than just as a member of a group…………… 0 1 2 3 4
16. I demonstrate that problems must become chronic before I take action........ 0 1 2 3 4
17. I act in ways that build others' respect for me…………………………………. 0 1 2 3 4
18. I consider the moral and ethical consequences of decisions………………. 0 1 2 3 4
19. I keep track of all mistakes…………………………………………………… 0 1 2 3 4
20. I direct my attention toward failures to meet standards…………………. 0 1 2 3 4
21. I avoid making decisions…………………………………………………… 0 1 2 3 4
22. I help others to develop their strengths……………………………. 0 1 2 3 4
23. I suggest new ways of looking at how to complete assignments……………… 0 1 2 3 4
24. I delay responding to urgent questions……………………………….. 0 1 2 3 4
25. I emphasize the importance of having a collective sense of mission……….. 0 1 2 3 4
26. I express satisfaction when others meet expectations………………………. 0 1 2 3 4
27. I express confidence that goals will be achieved……………………………. 0 1 2 3 4

================= Thank you for your co-operation!!====================
Appendix H: Employee Opinion Survey- Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ)

I am graduating class MBA student of 2011 at Addis Ababa University. Thus, you are being requested to participate in a survey to provide your organization with leadership styles related information that will help improve the working environment for employees. Participation in this survey is voluntary and no individual data will be reported. If you are unsure or do not know the answer, leave the answer blank.

Please indicate the extent of your agreement or disagreement with each statement about your leader/supervisor by circling a number from 0 to 4. Whatever information you give me is strictly confidential and could be used for academic purpose only. I would like to thank you in advance for your indispensable cooperation.

Use the following rating scale:

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not at all</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Once in a while</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Provides me with assistance in exchange for my efforts………………………0 1 2 3 4
2. Re-examines critical assumptions to question whether they are appropriate…… 0 1 2 3 4
3. Fails to interfere until problems become serious……………………………….. 0 1 2 3 4
4. Focuses attention on irregularities, mistakes, exceptions, and deviations from standards………………………………………………………0 1 2 3 4
5. Avoids getting involved when important issues arise……………………………. 0 1 2 3 4
6. Talks about their most important values and beliefs……………………………0 1 2 3 4
7. Seeks differing perspectives when solving problems……………………………0 1 2 3 4
8. Talks optimistically about the future…………………………………………… 0 1 2 3 4
9. Instills pride in me for being associated with him/her……………………….... 0 1 2 3 4
10. Discusses in specific terms who is responsible for achieving performance targets…………………………………………………………………………0 1 2 3 4
11. Waits for things to go wrong before taking action…………………………….. 0 1 2 3 4
12. Talks enthusiastically about what needs to be accomplished………………… 0 1 2 3 4
13. Spends time teaching and coaching…………………………………………….. 0 1 2 3 4
Use the following rating scale:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not at all</td>
<td>Once in a while</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>Fairly Often</td>
<td>Frequently, if not always</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14. Goes beyond self-interest for the good of the group…………………………... 0 1 2 3 4
15. Treats me as an individual rather than just as a member of a group…………0 1 2 3 4
16. Demonstrates that problems must become chronic before taking action……0 1 2 3 4
17. Acts in ways that builds my respect..........................................................0 1 2 3 4
18. Considers the moral and ethical consequences of decisions…………….0 1 2 3 4
19. Keeps track of all mistakes...........................................................................0 1 2 3 4
20. Directs my attention toward failures to meet standards.........................0 1 2 3 4
21. Avoids making decisions............................................................................0 1 2 3 4
22. Helps me to develop my strengths..............................................................0 1 2 3 4
23. Suggests new ways of looking at how to complete assignments...............0 1 2 3 4
24. Delays responding to urgent questions......................................................0 1 2 3 4
25. Emphasizes the importance of having a collective sense of mission.........0 1 2 3 4
26. Expresses satisfaction when I meet expectations........................................0 1 2 3 4
27. Expresses confidence that goals will be achieved.....................................0 1 2 3 4

================================= Thank you for your co-operation!!=================================
Appendix I: Employee Opinion Survey- Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ)

Please indicate the extent of your agreement or disagreement with each statement as objectively as you can by circling a number from 0 to 4. Whatever information you give me is strictly confidential and could be used for academic purpose only, so please respond honestly. I would like to thank you in advance for your indispensable cooperation.

Use the following rating scale:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strongly Disagree</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. I feel like part of the family at this organization……………………………..…. 0 1 2 3 4
2. Too much of my life would be disrupted if I decided that I wanted
to leave this organization now…………………………………………………. 0 1 2 3 4
3. I would not leave this organization right now because of what I
would stand to lose…………………………………………………………… 0 1 2 3 4
4. This organization has a great deal of personal meaning for me………………. 0 1 2 3 4
5. It would be very costly for me to leave this organization right now………….. 0 1 2 3 4
6. For me personally, the cost of leaving this organization would be
far greater than the benefit…………………………………………………… 0 1 2 3 4
7. Even if it were to my advantage, I do not feel it would be right to leave my
organization now…………………………………………………………… 0 1 2 3 4
8. I would violate a trust if I quit my job with this organization now……………… 0 1 2 3 4
9. I feel a strong sense of belonging to this organization……………………… 0 1 2 3 4
10. I feel emotionally attached to this organization…………………………….. 0 1 2 3 4
11. I would feel guilty if I left my organization now…………………………….. 0 1 2 3 4
12. I would not leave this organization right now because I have a sense of
obligation to the people in it………………………………………………….. 0 1 2 3 4

================= Thank you for your co-operation!!====================
Appendix J: Demographic Questions (Leaders and Employees)

The following questions concern your position and other personal information. Completion of this information is voluntary and its confidentiality is assured. No individual data will be reported.

THANK YOU!

1. What is your Sex?
   - [ ] Male
   - [ ] Female

2. What is your Job Title? __________________________

3. How long have you worked for the current organization?
   ___________ Years ____________ Months

3’. How long have you worked on the current position? (Only for a leader)
   ___________ Years ____________ Months

4. How long have you worked for your current leader?
   ___________ Years ____________ Months

4’. How long is your previous work experience on the same position? (Only for a leader)
   ___________ Years ____________ Months

5. What is your Age Group?
   - [ ] Under 26
   - [ ] 26 to 35
   - [ ] 36 to 45
   - [ ] 46 to 55
   - [ ] 56 to 65
   - [ ] 66 or older

6. What is your highest level of Education?
   - [ ] Some College, no degree
   - [ ] Bachelor's degree
   - [ ] Some master's credits, no degree
   - [ ] Master's degree
   - [ ] some post-master's credits, no degree
   - [ ] Doctorate degree or professional degree

7. What is your marital status?
   - [ ] Married
   - [ ] Single
   - [ ] Other__________________